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Babyzoro Inu is a community controlled deflationary token, Babyzoro Inu's purpose is to develop solutions that 
will make the cryptocurrency space safer and easier to understand for everyone.And then we will donate 1% to 

charity for poor children and people in need.

The deflationary mechanism of the Babyzoro Inu token includes a redistribution system. 3% of each transaction is 
distributed as a reward to holders.

On top of this, 40% of the total $BabyZORO supply will be burned, liquidity will be locked we will employ the use 
of Anti-whale Encrypted Contracts.

$BABYZORO TOKEN
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TOKENOMICS

MARKETING

3% tax on all transactions and 
distributed between 
$BabyZORO holders

LIQUIDITY & BURN

3% is allocated to the Marketing
3% is allocated to the Team wallet in 

BNB ( 2% for Dev, 1% for charity )
40% of the token will be burned

SAFE & SECURE

The liquidity will be 5 months locked.
the development team will renounce 
the Babyzoro Inu contract ownership 

and the team will not have any 
tokens, this is a community-owned 

token.
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DISTRIBUTION TOKENS
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59% LIQUIDITY

40% BURN

Total supply

100.000.000.000.000.000



THE FUTURE OF $BABYZORO
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BABYZORO INU team is well aware that continuous development is crucial for keeping investors 
interested, it is as important as community engagement and marketing

The liquidity is locked, the development team gives up the admin rights of the contract, The team does 
not have any tokens this is a community owned coin.

Our upcoming plan is to list on the upcoming CMC, CGK will continue to be listed on Mex, HotBit and 
finally the product is APP on IOS and Android.

We launched as a fairlaunch and started heavy marketing straight after, our committed marketing team 
managed to allow us to grow from $500 to $5,000,000 market cap wise. Marketing is ongoing along 

with listings on coinsites.



USEFUL LINKS
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Telegram: https://t.me/BabyZoroInuOfficiall

Chinese telegram: https://t.me/BabyZoroInuChina

Vietnamese telegram: https://t.me/Babyzoroinuvietnam

Website: https://www.babyzoroinu.com

Twitter: https://twitter.com/babyzoroinu

Medium: https://medium.com/@babyzoroinu

Contract address:
0xb9a22A7d3f195c3F1a4F3B984aD79Aabd51ae7EA

Chart:
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xb9a22a7d3f195c3f1a4f3b984ad79aabd51ae7ea


